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ABSTRACT
The paper deals with the problem of discovering groups of Web users with
similar behavioral patterns on an e-commerce site. We introduce a novel
approach to the unsupervised classification of user sessions, based on
session attributes related to the user click-stream behavior, to gain insight
into characteristics of various user profiles. The approach uses the agglom-
erative Information Bottleneck (IB) algorithm. Based on log data for a real
online store, efficiency of the approach in terms of its ability to differentiate
between buying and non-buying sessions was validated, indicating some
possible practical applications of the our method. Experiments performed
for a number of session samples showed that the method is capable of
separating both types of sessions to a large extent. A detailed analysis was
performed for the number of clusters ranging from two to seven, and the
results were compared to those achieved by applying the most common
clustering algorithm, k-means. Increasing the number of clusters generally
leads to better results for both algorithms. However, IB demonstrated much
higher average efficiency than k-means for the corresponding number of
clusters, and this superiority was especially clear for lower number of
clusters. The IB-based division of user sessions into seven clusters gives
the mean entropy value of 0.28, which means the 95% separation of
sessions of both types. Furthermore, a big advantage of our approach is
that it gives a possibility to analyze the probability distribution of session
attributes in individual clusters, which allows one to discover hidden knowl-
edge about common characteristics of various user profiles and use this
knowledge to support managerial decisions.
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Introduction

Over the last few years, we have been witnessing the rapid development of the electronic commerce.
With the widespread use of Internet-connected mobile devices and the development of advanced
e-commerce support Web-based services, like safe online payment tools, multi-store price com-
parers, or product search engines, the pace of e-commerce development is now faster than ever.

The electronic environment makes it possible to collect a variety of data on Web users’ behavior
during their visits to an online store and to analyze it in detail. Results may be used to improve and
personalize service offered to users. Advanced data mining techniques, like collaborative filtering
(CF) (Kumar and Bala 2017; Wang et al. 2015), make it possible to predict interests and needs of a
user based on information collected from many other users, considered similar to the given user.
From an e-customer’s point of view, such techniques make it easier for the customer to find products
meeting his or her needs. From an online retailer’s perspective, they provide an opportunity to offer
better quality of service, gain loyal customers, and increase sales.
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This paper deals with the problem of discovering groups of similar Web users based only on some
observed features of their click-stream behavior on an e-commerce website. We introduce a new
approach to the unsupervised classification of user sessions in a Web store to discover various
e-customer profiles and to investigate differences in characteristics of several distinct types of buying
and non-buying sessions. The approach uses the Information Bottleneck (IB) clustering algorithm.
Its efficiency is validated by using real data on e-commerce traffic obtained from HTTP-level Web
server log files. The obtained results indicate some possible practical applications of the approach,
which may be developed in the future, for example, in an automated process of customers’
classification (to one of the previously determined clusters), integrated with a data source (a stream
of HTTP requests).

The main contribution of our study includes:

(1) a proposal of a set of user session features significant in terms of differentiating between
various behavioral patterns on an e-commerce site

(2) a new approach to clustering Web user sessions using the Information Bottleneck method
(3) a case study verifying the efficiency of the approach using real e-commerce data

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the Information Bottleneck method is
presented. Then, related work is overviewed with a focus on two aspects: 1) applications of IB in
the Internet environment and 2) methods applied to discover e-customer profiles using unsupervised
machine learning algorithms. Then we discuss our research methodology and experimental results.
The last section summarizes our findings and outlines directions of future work.

Information Bottleneck method

The Information Bottleneck method was introduced by Tishby, Pereira, and Bialek (1999), who
generalized their previous findings on clustering nouns according to their presence in phrases with
certain verbs (Pereira, Tishby, and Lee 1993). The idea of the IB method is to find a compact
representation (clusters) of a random variable A that preserves the maximum information about a
related random variable C, given some joint probability distribution for these two variables. For
example, having a random variable A, which relates to multiple user sessions in an online store, and
a random variable C, which relates to some features (attributes) describing the sessions, we aim at
constructing an assignment of A into a set of clusters B that will preserve as much as possible
original information about C.

A key quantity examined in the IB method is the mutual information I(A;B) of two random
variables A and B, which in a discrete case is given by the formula

I A;Bð Þ ¼
XAj j

i¼1

XBj j

j¼1

p ai; bj
� �

log
p ai; bj
� �

p aið Þp bj
� � ; (1)

where p(ai, bj) is the joint probability distribution for A and B, p(ai) is the marginal probability
distribution for A, and p(bj) is the marginal probability distribution for B.

We search for a compact representation B of a random variable A that preserves the maximum
information I(B;C) about a related random variable C. Formally, we minimize I(A;B) under the
constraint I(B;C) ≥ D, where an arbitrary constant D is a threshold. This can be expressed by the
formula

R Dð Þ ¼ min I A;Bð Þ
p bjjai
� �

: I B;Cð Þ � D
� � : (2)

The optimization is performed over all normalized conditional distributions p(bi|ai), for which the
constraint I(B;C) ≥ D is satisfied. R(D) is called the relevance-compression function. One can define
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the well-known relations (3) and (4) between probability distributions, assuming the following
Markovian independence of the random variables A, B, C: B ↔ A ↔ C. It comes from the fact
that B, as a compact representation of A, should depend only on A.

p bj
� � ¼ X

i;k

p ai; ck; bj
� � ¼ X

i

p aið Þp bjjai
� �

; (3)

p ckjbj
� � ¼ 1

p bj
� �X

i

p ai; ck; bj
� � ¼ 1

p bj
� �X

i

p ai; ckð Þp bjjai
� �

: (4)

This is a standard optimization problem with constraints, which is solved using the Lagrange
multipliers method. Let us define the Lagrange functional

L p bjjai
� �� � ¼ I A;Bð Þ � βI B;Cð Þ; (5)

where β is a Lagrange multiplier. The compactness of B depends on the value of β. If β → 0, and
then the compactness prevails and I(A;B) = 0, which means that we have just one cluster. On the
contrary, if β → ∞, then I(B;C) = I(A;B) and B is a copy of A. A detailed discussion on the solution
can be found in (Tishby, Pereira, and Bialek 1999); here we just present the result. The conditional
probability distribution p(bj|ai) is a stationary point of the functional (5), if and only if for each bj
and ai the following formula is satisfied

p bjjai
� � ¼ p bj

� �
Z ai; βð Þ e

�βDKL½p ckjaið Þjjp ckjbjð Þ�; (6)

where:

Z ai; βð Þ ¼
X
j

p bj
� �

e�βDKL½p ckjaið Þjjp ckjbjð Þ�; (7)

where the normalization function Z(ai; β) is called the partition function. DKL p1jjp2ð Þ is a Kullback-
Leibler divergence of a probability distribution, given by

DKL p1jjp2ð Þ ¼
XAj j

i¼1

p1 aið Þ log p1 aið Þ
p2 aið Þ : (8)

Unfortunately, to find the solution for a given problem, one has to apply numerical iterative methods
because p(bj) and p(ck|bj) depend on p(bj|ai) through Equations (3) and (4).

A number of iterative algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem. Two basic algorithms
were introduced in (Pereira, Tishby, and Lee 1993) and (Tishby, Pereira, and Bialek 1999). Modified
algorithms have been discussed in (Slonim and Tishby 1999) and (Slonim, Friedman, and Tishby
2002). Depending on the chosen algorithm, one can perform soft or hard clustering. In the soft
clustering, each value ai of random variable A belongs to every cluster bj with certain probability,
whereas in the hard clustering, each value ai belongs to a single cluster bj so the conditional
probabilities p(bj|ai) are equal 0 or 1.

In this study, we apply the agglomerative Information Bottleneck (aIB) algorithm, introduced in
(Slonim and Tishby 1999) to perform the hard clustering. This greedy algorithm finds a hierarchical
bottom-up clustering tree. The algorithm maximizes the functional

Lmax ¼ I B;Cð Þ � β�1I B;Að Þ: (9)

It starts clustering at B = A (every value of A is in a single cluster), and then it reduces the number of
clusters by merging two selected clusters bm and bn into one cluster b*. We assign probabilities p(b*|
ai), p(b*), and p(ck|b*) to the newly created cluster b* according to the following formulas
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p b�jaið Þ ¼ p bmjaið Þ þ p bnjaið Þ; (10)

p b�ð Þ ¼ p bmð Þ þ p bnð Þ; (11)

p ckjb�ð Þ ¼ πm � p ckjbmð Þ þ πn � p ckjbnð Þ; (12)

π ¼ πm; πnf g ¼ p bmð Þ
p b�ð Þ ;

p bnð Þ
p b�ð Þ

� 	
: (13)

The key point of the algorithm is to choose clusters to merge. Because we maximize (9), we choose
these clusters that minimize ΔLmax bm; bnð Þ given by

ΔLmax bm; bnð Þ ¼ L beforeð Þ
max � L afterð Þ

max : (14)

Merging is performed until the required number of clusters is reached or until a single cluster
containing all values of A remains.

The time complexity of the aIB algorithm is O(|A|3|C|). For a detailed discussion on the
Information Bottleneck theory and algorithms, we refer to (Slonim 2002).

Related work

Application of the IB method in the Internet environment

Early implementations of the Information Bottleneck method concerned document classification
with respect to the word frequency distribution in the documents (Slonim and Tishby 2000). Since
then, the method has been applied to clustering problems in multiple areas. Example applications
include unsupervised image classification (Gordon, Greenspan, and Goldberger 2003), extraction of
relevant speech features (Hecht and Tishby 2005), analysis of proteins structures (Ofran and
Margalit 2006), clustering neural codes of a fly visual system (Schneidman et al. 2002), or classifica-
tion of galaxy spectra (Slonim et al. 2001).

Regarding the Internet environment, applications of the IB method have focused on the analysis
of the Web text contents. In (Du and Tan 2009) and (Ganu, Kakodkar, and Marian 2013), IB was
applied to the sentiment analysis through opinion mining. Du and Tan (2009) proposed a frame-
work based on the improved IB algorithm to discover the hidden sentiment association in online
reviews between a review feature set and an opinion word set. Based on categories of the review
features and groups of opinion words extracted from the review corpus, the proposed mechanism
clusters product features and opinion words simultaneously. Ganu, Kakodkar, and Marian (2013)
proposed an approach to derive ratings from the review contents and make fine-grained predictions
of user sentiments toward the individual topics covered in reviews. Based on the textual structure
and sentiment extracted from the reviews, an iterative IB algorithm clusters like-minded users for
personalized recommendations with high accuracy.

Another area of IB application to the Web contents has been Web search support (Ikeda et al.
2009; Ling et al. 2008). Ling et al. (2008) proposed an approach for classifying unlabeled Web pages
in Chinese using labeled Web pages in English as training documents. By using the IB algorithm, the
common part in the two languages could be extracted and used for classification. The novel
approach achieved the best average performance results compared to traditional supervised classi-
fication algorithms, supporting cross-language Web search. Ikeda et al. (2009) proposed an algo-
rithm for disambiguating person names in Web search results to deal with the “same name” problem
in Web searches. A document clustering algorithm uses named entities, compound keywords, and
URLs as features for computing the similarity of documents.

Aside from the “typical” application of Information Bottleneck clustering to text documents, there
have also been successful approaches to using this technique for community detection in “social
networks” (Ziv, Middendorf, and Wiggins 2005) and for intrusion detection based on network traffic
anomalies (Panda and Patra 2009). Ziv, Middendorf, and Wiggins (2005) applied the IB algorithm to
discover modules in a collaboration network of paper coauthors. Results showed that the scientific
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collaboration is determined to a large extent by the institutional affiliation and geography. Panda and
Patra (2009) used a sequential IB clustering in the network intrusion detection system. Network
traffic features used in the clustering algorithm were based on TCP/IP-level connection data. The
proposed approach proved to be effective in terms of high intrusion detection accuracy and low false
positive rates.

Methods applied in a click-stream analysis on e-commerce sites

Analysis and characterization of user sessions on websites have been typically performed using
data recorded in Web server logs. HTTP data from logs makes it possible to reconstruct user
online behavior and perform a click-stream analysis. Some studies have addressed problems
connected with log data preprocessing and cleaning, including identification and elimination of
Web bot traffic (Chen, Fu, and Tong 2003; Huiying and Wei 2004). Other studies have been
devoted to the analysis of user navigation paths and discovery of sequential patterns in Web
stores (Adnan et al. 2011; Shim, Choi, and Suh 2012). This has resulted in developing user
session models for e-commerce sites — for all customers (Jenamani, Mohapatra, and Ghose 2003;
Kwan, Fong, and Wong 2005) and for multiple customer groups (Chang, Hung, and Ho 2007).
Session models have been used in synthetic Web traffic generators and Web benchmarks in
evaluating Web server system performance under various request service mechanisms (Suchacka
and Borzemski 2013; Zhou, Wei, and Xu 2006). However, the main motivation to monitor and
analyze users’ online behavior have come from multiple real-life examples, showing that beha-
vioral data may be successfully implemented to personalize online service strategies, thus allowing
online retailers to increase their return on investment (ROI). Especially successful technique has
been collaborative filtering (CF), a method of making automatic predictions about needs or
interests of a user based on information on preferences collected from other users, considered
“similar” to the given user. CF has revealed a great potential in the e-commerce environment,
especially in online recommender systems (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Jiang, Song, and
Feng 2006).

Advanced Web usage mining methods make use of artificial intelligence and machine learning
techniques. In the context of our study, two main classification approaches may be distinguished:
supervised and unsupervised classification. Supervised classification consists in using a training
dataset of observations, each described with an input object (typically represented as a vector of
features) and the corresponding output value (a class label). Based on the training dataset a classifier
is built, able to infer classes for future, unknown observations. Examples of supervised classification
techniques successfully applied to e-customers data are Naïve Bayes classifier (Poggi et al. 2007),
k-Nearest Neighbors (Cho and Kim 2004; Soiraya, Mingkhwan, and Haruechaiyasak 2008; Suchacka,
Skolimowska-Kulig, and Potempa 2015a), decision trees (Poggi et al. 2007), decision forest (Hop
2013), Support Vector Machine (Chen, Fan, and Sun 2012; Soliman et al. 2012; Suchacka,
Skolimowska-Kulig, and Potempa 2015b), and artificial neural networks (Chou et al. 2010;
Suchacka and Stemplewski 2017).

In this paper, we focus on the latter classification approach. Unsupervised classification, also
called clustering, aims at dividing a set of observations into groups (clusters) of objects that are
similar in some sense to one another and dissimilar from objects in other clusters. Instead of relying
on a training dataset of labeled observations, it deals with finding hidden relationships between
unlabeled data. Example clustering algorithms include k-means, fuzzy c-means, hierarchical cluster-
ing, and mixture of Gaussian.

The majority of approaches to unsupervised classification of Web user sessions have been based
on the k-means algorithm, the oldest and the most popular clustering technique. One of the first
such studies was proposed in (Menascé et al. 1999). A user session in an online store was represented
as a state transition graph, called a CBMG (Customer Behavior Model Graph). Sessions were
described in terms of session states, corresponding to types of operations typical for an e-commerce
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site, performed by a user during the session. K-means clustering resulted in a set of CBMGs,
characterized by different probabilities of making a purchase in the online store.

Another example of using the k-means algorithm is clustering of customer values, expressed as
recency, frequency, and monetary (RFM) values (Cheng and Chen 2009). The clustering result was a
set of clusters characterized by various levels of customer loyalty. Then, using historical transaction
data, classification rules were extracted by rough sets (the LEM2 algorithm), allowing one to find
some customers’ characteristics and to use them to improve Customer Relationship
Management (CRM).

A number of approaches combined k-means clustering with association rule mining (Carmona
et al. 2012; Chang, Hung, and Ho 2007; Mohammadnezhad and Mahdavi 2012; Nenava and
Choudhary 2013). In a recommender system proposed in (Nenava and Choudhary 2013), a modified
k-means algorithm was combined with distributed association rules to discover group profiles of
m-customers. Profiles were created based on users’ searches and then used to generate online
recommendations. Another recommender system was proposed for a mobile e-tourism site in
(Mohammadnezhad and Mahdavi 2012). First, Web users were clustered using the k-means algo-
rithm. Then, tours ordered by the users in individual clusters were analyzed, and association rules
were discovered using A-priori algorithm. Based on their ordering history, users visiting the site
were assigned to one of the clusters and received the customized tour recommendations.

In (Chang, Hung, and Ho 2007) k-means clustering was combined with association rule mining
to predict purchasing behavior of potential customers. The proposed anticipation model uses loyal
customers’ clusters, which are built based on past purchasing behavior of loyal customers. From loyal
customers’ profiles, so-called past purchasing pendency values are derived. Using association rules,
potential customers are identified and provided with the personalized products recommendations.

Similar data mining techniques were applied in (Carmona et al. 2012). User sessions were
described with such features as the type of Web browser used, the referrer, session duration, the
number of clicks, or keywords used. Sessions were clustered using k-means, and association rules
were discovered for each cluster using A-priori algorithm. Then, subgroups were discovered using
the evolutionary fuzzy algorithm, and fuzzy rules were mined for the subgroups. The goal was to
improve a design of the e-commerce website to increase the site usability and user satisfaction.

Other unsupervised classification approaches, aimed at discovering Web user profiles, combined
vector analysis and fuzzy clustering. They utilized information about the site organization (Joshi,
Joshi, and Krishnapuram 2000; Song and Shepperd 2006). An approach proposed in (Joshi, Joshi,
and Krishnapuram 2000) is based on robust fuzzy clustering. It requires computation of the relation
matrix, describing dissimilarities between all session pairs. Dissimilarity measures incorporate both
the site structure and the URLs visited in the sessions. Two fuzzy clustering algorithms were applied:
FCMdd (Fuzzy c Medoids) and FCTMdd (Fuzzy c Trimmed Medoids). As a result, profiles of users
with various information goals were identified.

In (Song and Shepperd 2006), vector analysis and fuzzy set theory-based methods were used to
cluster both Web users and Web pages. A website topology was represented as a directed graph, and
users visiting the site were characterized based on URLs of the visited pages. Based on discovered
Web page clusters, frequent access paths were identified, taking into account the underlying website
structure.

A rough leader clustering algorithm for e-commerce sessions was developed in (Su and Chen
2015). Session features were defined taking products’ categories into consideration and included: a
visiting sequence, frequency of visits, and time spent on each category. The authors modified the
leader clustering algorithm, which is able to discover a set of leaders (i.e., the cluster representatives)
in only a single pass through the dataset. A rough set theory was integrated to this algorithm to
reflect rough characteristics of a user’s interest in products available in the online store.

Other clustering approaches used a Kohonen neural network. For example, in (Zhang, Edwards,
and Harding 2007), a user session was considered as the user’s browsing activity in retrieving a series
of Web pages. Thus, each session was represented as an n-dimensional vector over the space of all
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query strings and all time intervals between each two consecutive searches. Then, a Kohonen neural
network was applied to discover user profiles. The resulting model was able to create clusters of
queries related to user sessions. Its goal was to predict Web links or products that an active user may
be interested in.

To the best of our knowledge, the Information Bottleneck algorithm has not yet been applied
to discovering Web user profiles or customer profiles. As regards the problem under considera-
tion in our study, that is, the classification of buying and non-buying user sessions on e-com-
merce sites, some supervised learning techniques have been successfully applied, as discussed in
this section. However, a drawback of these methods is that they require indicating the desired
output value (the supervisory signal), so their ability to discover hidden relationships in the data
is limited. In contrast, the Information Bottleneck method belongs to unsupervised learning
techniques. Moreover, it makes it possible to analyze the probability distributions of object
features for the generated clusters and, thus, to explore hidden knowledge underlying the
resulting cluster split. A big advantage of IB is its capability of dealing with high-dimensional
data, which is the case of session-level Web usage data.

Research methodology

Problem formulation

The main task of unsupervised classification of user sessions on an e-commerce site is to discover
differentiated user profiles characterizing online behavior of buyers and non-buyers. Our previous
studies (Suchacka and Chodak 2016; Suchacka, Skolimowska-Kulig, and Potempa 2015a, 2015b;
Suchacka and Stemplewski 2017) showed the high efficiency of supervised classification of user
sessions in an online bookstore as regards the fact of making a purchase in session or not. Thus, we
can expect that sessions ending with a purchase (which we call buying sessions) have quite different
profiles than sessions without a purchase (called browsing sessions or non-buying sessions). Our
hypothesis is that based on session features, determined from a user click-stream behavior on a
website, it is possible to distinguish several various user session profiles, each of which is character-
istic for either buying sessions or browsing ones.

We describe each session with a number of features (attributes), which are used in the clustering
process for the given number of clusters. Furthermore, each session has a label assigned that
corresponds to the session class (“buying” or “browsing”). Class labels are used to evaluate clustering
efficiency in terms of “purity” of the generated clusters as regards the session class. We also
investigate characteristics of discovered user profiles, determined by the clusters.

Reformulation of a user session for use in the aIB algorithm

Raw data used in the analysis is typical HTTP-level data extracted from Web server log files. The
data corresponds to the traffic in a Web bookstore registered from April to September 2014 (the
store identity is not revealed in the paper due to a non-disclosure agreement). The bookstore offers
mainly traditional books, audiobooks, and computer games; besides, an e-commerce module is
integrated with some entertainment interactive contents, providing users with access to short
movies, quizzes, online mini games, and so on.

Visits of Web users to the analyzed website are represented as user sessions, reconstructed from
logs. Each session is a sequence of HTTP requests with the same IP address and user agent string,
assuming that a gap between two consecutive sessions of the same user is not shorter than half an
hour. After excluding sessions containing only one page and sessions identified as the ones
performed by Web bots - according to the approach proposed in (Suchacka 2014), the session
dataset contained 33,354 sessions: 873 buying sessions and 32,481 browsing ones.
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Applying the aIB algorithm requires the selection of two discrete random variables: A (classifica-
tion variable) and C (relevant variable), and calculation of the joint probability distribution p(ai, cj)
for them. Because our aim is to cluster user sessions, a natural choice of A is a session identifier
(session number). A choice of C is not so obvious. Our data describing each user session is a result of
the click-stream analysis, and thus, it includes mainly numbers of user clicks on certain types of
pages and some aggregated statistics determined for the session. We distinguish 20 user session
features (attributes), which will be transformed to values of C. The features are summarized in
Table 1 (note that in the remainder of the paper, we will refer to the features’ numbers).

Values of each session attribute were normalized to fit in the range (0, 1). Furthermore, regarding
the IB clustering, we additionally normalize all values of the session attributes to map them to joint
probabilities so that the sum of all normalized attribute values for all the sessions is 1. As regards the
click-related attributes, our interpretation is intuitive: the more times a user enters a page assigned to
a certain type, the higher the probability of spending time on pages of that type by a user is.
Analogically, one can interpret the time-related attributes. During this normalization, we assume
that the marginal probability distribution of the random variable C is uniform and the original value
of an attribute is proportional to the probability assigned. To sum up, we chose the session numbers
for the random variable A and session attributes’ numbers for the random variable C.

The aIB algorithm has a relatively high computational complexity, O(|A|3|C|). It means that it is
possible to investigate a sample of the size of the order of 104 sessions but in long time, whereas in
real-time applications, clustering results should be generated in time of the order of milliseconds or
seconds. The approach advanced in this paper operates offline, but having in mind its possible
applications in real-time Web server systems in the future, we decided to validate its efficiency for
the reduced samples of sessions. The size of each working dataset is 250 sessions, including 125
buying sessions and 125 browsing ones, randomly drawn from the 873 buying session set and 32,481
browsing session set, respectively. Because of the random character of such prepared data, we
generated 100 different subsets (samples) and investigated possible statistical differences between
them.

The agglomerative IB algorithm is applied for a given number of clusters, k. We experimented
with multiple values of k, varying from 2 to 249. For each k, the analysis was performed for the same
100 samples — subsets of randomly drawn 125 buying and 125 browsing sessions. To show the

Table 1. Attributes of a user session used in the clustering process.

No. Description

1 Number of page views, corresponding to user clicks
2 Number of HTTP requests in session
3 Total volume of data sent in session [KB]
4 Duration of the session [s]
5 Mean time per page [s] (excluding time spent by the user on the last page in session)
6 Number of views of the home page of the site
7 Number of registration trials, i.e., user’s attempts to create an individual account
8 Number of successful registration operations
9 Number of successful logging on operations
10 Number of logging off operations
11 Number of views of the page containing description of shipping terms and conditions
12 Number of clicks corresponding to reading information about the total charge (including prices of products in the cart and

the shipping fee) after starting the checkout process
13 Number of searches via the internal website search engine
14 Number of page views via following the internal site’s hyperlinks, excluding pages used to determine other session

features
15 Number of views of product description pages
16 Number of clicks corresponding to adding a product to the shopping cart
17 Number of attempts to start the checkout process
18 Number of views of pages containing information about the bookstore and the trading company,
19 Number of views of pages providing entertainment contents
20 Number of clicks resulting in untypical operations (e.g., in error messages)
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significance of the choice of k for the clustering results, we start at discussing results for k = 2 (the
lowest reasonable number of clusters) up to k = 7 (i.e., the most suitable number of clusters
determined in Experimental results Section, leading to the most explanatory and potentially useful
results for our scenario).

Classification-oriented measures of cluster validity

To assess the ability of our clustering approach to differentiate between buying and non-buying
sessions, we measure the degree of correspondence between the cluster labels and the sessions’ class
labels (“buying” or “browsing”). We use a classification-oriented measure of cluster validity, entropy
of the generated clusters (Tan, Steinbach, and Kumar 2006).

Let pi,j be the probability that a session in cluster i belongs to class j:

pi;j ¼
li;j
li
; (15)

where li,j is the number of sessions of class j in cluster i and li is the number of all sessions in cluster
i, i = 1, 2, . . ., k, and j = 1, 2. Using the class distribution of sessions in cluster i, the entropy of the
cluster may be determined. The entropy of cluster i is given by the formula

Hi ¼ �
X2
j¼1

pi;jlog2pi;j: (16)

The total entropy of a set of clusters is a sum of the cluster entropies weighted by the cluster sizes:

H ¼
Xk
i¼1

li
l
Hi; (17)

where k is the number of clusters, li is the number of sessions in cluster i, l is the total number of
sessions, and Hi is the entropy of cluster i.

Entropy is a measure of the degree to which individual clusters contain sessions of a single class.
The minimum possible value of entropy is 0 (which means the perfect separation of buying and
browsing sessions). Because the probabilities of sessions of both classes are the same (the numbers of
buying and browsing sessions in each sample are equal), the maximum possible entropy value is 1
(which means that the session attributes do not allow us to recognize the session type).

We also calculate a percentage separation of sessions regarding their class labels, as the probability
for the binary random variable corresponding to the calculated entropy. For example, an entropy
lower than 0.47 means a degree of session separation higher than 90%.

Implementation of k-means as a reference algorithm

To assess the efficiency of IB in clustering e-customer sessions, we implemented k-means, the most
common unsupervised classification technique. K-means is a hard partitioning algorithm, so each
observation (data point) is assigned to only one cluster. Its goal is to divide data in groups
characterized by relatively small intracluster distances and relatively large intercluster distances
(Abbot 2014). The most popular distance metric in k-means has been Euclidean distance. The
algorithm starts from choosing cluster centers for a given number of clusters, usually in a random
way. Then, the distance between each cluster center and each data point is computed, and each point
is marked with a label indicating its nearest cluster center. For each newly created cluster, mean
attribute values are computed that lead to creating the new cluster center. This procedure is repeated
iteratively until cluster membership does not change. The resulting clusters are described by clusters’
centroids, that is, collections of attribute values.
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To implement k-means clustering of e-customer sessions we used a professional, advanced
analytics software packet Statistica. The analysis was performed for the number of clusters ranging
from 2 to 10, for the same data samples as were used in the IB clustering. Values of each session
attribute were normalized in the same way as for the IB clustering, to fit in the range (0, 1). Initial
cluster centers were chosen by sorting distances and taking observations at constant intervals, with
Euclidean distance as a distance measure. The quality of the k-means clustering was assessed with the
entropy measure, and the results were compared to those of the IB clustering.

Experimental results

Experimental determination of aIB parameter values

The agglomerative Information Bottleneck algorithm requires choosing the value of the Lagrange
multiplier, β. There are no strict rules for this choice but, as we discussed earlier, the value of the
mutual information between discrete random variables B and C, I(B;C), for a given number of
clusters depends on it. Lower values of β are related to the increased contribution of I(B;A) at the
expense of I(B;C). This usually results in generating a large cluster with ai values containing little
information about C. This may be useful for filtering out less distinctive sessions, but usually higher
values of β give better results (while still allowing the not balanced clustering).

We investigated experimentally the dependence of I(B;C) on the number of clusters for various β.
Figure 1 presents the results for one sample of all 250 sessions (results for other samples lead to the
same conclusions). Because the graph for the full range of possible k in Figure 1 does not allow us to
observe changes of the curve shapes for lower k, results for k in the range of 1 to 20 are additionally
presented in Figure 2. Experimental results show that β in the range of 7–15 is a good choice for our
problem, and so we chose β = 10.

Figures 1 and 2 can also suggest some estimates about the suitable number of clusters separating
different classes of e-customer click patterns. The more clusters there are, the more mutual
information between B and C is preserved and vice versa. Thus, the goal is to find such a point
on the graph for which there is as much mutual information between B and C as possible and the
number of clusters is relatively low. The choice of the most suitable value or range of k may be made
based on a visual inspection of curve shapes. Moving from the highest possible number of clusters
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Figure 1. Mutual information between B and C as a function of the number of clusters for different β. (for the full range of k).
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toward lower values, we should consider ranges of k for which I(B;C) starts decreasing more rapidly.
We can see in Figure 2 that for β = 10 an estimate for k will be approximately seven clusters.

Assessment of cluster validity with classification-oriented measures for various numbers of
clusters

To evaluate the adequacy of IB clustering to differentiate between the two session classes, the entropy
was determined according to (17) for all sample session sets for different numbers of clusters.
Figure 3 shows basic entropy statistics for k ranging from 2 to 20. The three-plot series corresponds
to the minimum, mean, and maximum entropy values over all 100 samples of 250 sessions each. For
mean values the standard deviation is plotted as well.

It can be seen that for k between two and seven, the entropy decreases rapidly as the number of
clusters increases. When k exceeds seven, the decrease in entropy with the increase in k is much
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Figure 2. Mutual information between B and C as a function of the number of clusters for different β (for lower values of k).
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slower. This observation coincides with our previous findings regarding I(B;C) in the previous
Subsection.

It is interesting to observe in Figure 3 that even for a very coarse division of sessions into two
clusters, the mean entropy value is less than 0.6. This is a very good result as it means that more than
85% of all sessions are well separated in terms of the session class. However, for k = 2, one can
observe cases of both a very good session separation at the level of 98% (H = 0.1 for the best case)
and a uniform session distribution between the clusters (H = 1 for the worst case), depending on a
sample (cf. minimum and maximum H values for k = 2 in Figure 3). This observation leads to the
conclusion that several distinct behavioral patterns may be distinguished for buying and browsing
sessions in our dataset, not just one pattern for each session class.

Results for more clusters confirm this conclusion. The division of sessions into seven clusters
gives the mean entropy value of 0.28, which means the 95% separation of sessions of both classes; for
the best case H = 0.07 (more than 99% of session separation), and for the worst case H = 0.5 (89% of
session separation). It is worth noting that for k > 10 for the best cases almost all sessions are
perfectly separated into distinct clusters.

In-depth analysis of cluster characteristics

Because the IB method makes it possible to compute conditional probability distribution p(ci|bj) of
the random variable C for each cluster, we can analyze characteristics of individual attributes for the
generated clusters in detail. Thus, we can discover hidden knowledge about common features of
various profiles of buying and browsing sessions. In this section, we discuss results of the in-depth
analysis of cluster characteristics for k = 2, 3, 5, and 7. We do not limit our discussion to the results
obtained for the most suitable number of clusters (k = 7), determined in the previous part of this
Section, to illustrate the impact of k on clustering results and to show a high potential of the method
even for a very coarse-grained clustering (for k = 2).

We focus mainly on presenting results obtained for the best and worst case scenarios out of all
100 samples’ results. Such an approach clearly illustrates drawbacks of a very coarse-grained division
of data into few (2, 3, or 5) clusters, when results obtained for the best and the worst cases differ
significantly. On the other hand, it can be seen that for more fine-grained divisions, particularly into
seven clusters, differences between the best and worst cases are statistically insignificant. Thus, our
approach to statistically analyze the best and worst cases for each number of clusters is helpful in
illustrating the process of improving the results across the consecutive experiments, as we approach
the most suitable number of clusters.

Furthermore, we decided to present a discussion on resulting probability distributions of session
attributes in the clusters for one example sample (no. 25) for all k values under consideration. The
goal is to illustrate the agglomerative way of the algorithm operation and to illustrate the merging
patterns.

Division into two clusters
We start our analysis from the division of user sessions into two clusters. We discuss results for the
best and worst case (in terms of the resulting entropy value) out of all 100 samples. The distribution
of browsing and buying sessions among both clusters is presented in Figure 4. For the best case
(Figure 4—left), one can observe a very clear separation of both kinds of sessions between the
clusters: cluster 1 contains the vast majority (98%) of all browsing sessions, and cluster 2 contains
most of all buying sessions. Good separation is reflected by the very low entropy value, equal to 0.11.
On the other hand, for the worst case (Figure 4—right), sessions of both classes are almost randomly
distributed among both clusters, which is confirmed by the entropy of 1.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the probability distributions of session attributes in both clusters for the
best and worst case, respectively. It can be seen that in the best case, many browsing sessions
classified to cluster 1 are characterized by much longer mean time per page (attribute 5) than buying
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sessions. They are also described by the high probability of visiting pages with entertainment
contents (attribute 19), which suggests that non-buyers spend a lot of time getting acquainted
with the online mini games and multimedia contents available on the website. Furthermore, as
opposed to users classified to cluster 2, users in cluster 1 hardly ever open pages related to
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Figure 4. Distribution of browsing and buying sessions for two clusters, for the best case (left) and for the worst case (right).
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registration (attributes 7, 8), logging on (9), logging off (10), starting the checkout process (17), as
well as reading information about shipping terms (11, 12) and the store (18).

The results observed for the best case confirm the intuition that users who decide to make a
purchase in a current session (cluster 2) spend relatively little time on individual pages (very low
probability of attribute 5). Thus, they seem to be just acquainted with the store offer. If it were always
the case, clustering results would be perfect in terms of session class differentiation. However, the
analysis of the worst case scenario (with two mixed clusters) reveals that some browsing sessions
have shorter mean time per page than some buying sessions. This suggests that probably some first-
time buyers spend more time browsing the store offer, and thus, the difference in the attribute 5 is
less pronounced. This is confirmed by the observation in Figure 6 that some visitors relatively often
read information about the store (attribute 18) and shipping terms (attribute 11) and visit pages with
multimedia contents related to the offered products (attribute 19). These users are probably very
cautious customers. It is confirmed by the high probability of logging off (attribute 10). The worst
case scenario is not a representative one, of course. Some customers visiting the store may exhibit
unusual or abnormal behavior, and it is very likely that some samples contain relatively many such
“outstanding” sessions. Nevertheless, the above observations lead to the conclusion that more than
two clusters are needed due to the heterogeneity of profiles of buyers and non-buyers.

Division into three clusters
The distribution of browsing and buying sessions among three clusters for the best and worst cases is
illustrated in Figure 7. The probability distributions of session attributes in the three clusters are
presented for the best and worst case in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
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One can notice that in the best case there is a clear split into two different kinds of buying
sessions and one kind of browsing sessions (Figure 7—left). As it can be seen in Figure 8, the first
“buying” cluster (cluster 1) contains sessions characterized by distinguishable peaks of probability
distribution for attributes 11 (pages informing about shipping terms and conditions), 18 (pages
informing about the bookstore and the retailer), and 13 (searching for products). Thus, we can
conclude that the aIB algorithm identified a group of first-time buyers in the analyzed Web store as a
separate cluster. The second “buying” cluster (cluster 2) contains sessions of buyers who evidently
visited the store before, as it reveals minima of probability distribution for the attributes 11, 18, and
13. Probability distribution of the attributes of the “browsing” cluster (no. 3) for the best case reveals
maxima for the attributes 5 (mean time per page) and 19 (visits to pages with the multimedia
entertainment contents), like for the case with two clusters — which is not surprising.

Considering the worst case for the three-cluster scenario (Figure 7—right), we can see that there
are two quite clearly separated clusters (the “buying” cluster 1 and the “browsing” cluster 3), and the
third one is mixed. This observation leads to the conclusion that splitting the sessions into three
clusters is not optimal yet.

Division into five clusters
Because of a limited amount of space, we omit the discussion on the experiment results for four
clusters and proceed to the in-depth analysis of the five-cluster case, which gave more interesting
results, suggesting some practical implications for the online retailer.
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Figure 10. Distribution of browsing and buying sessions for five clusters, for the best case (left) and for the worst case (right).
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Figure 10 shows distribution of sessions of both classes among five clusters for the best and worst
cases. For the best case, results are summarized by a very low entropy value, equal to 0.08. Clustering
results for this case (Figure 10—left) show a clear division of sessions into two “buying” clusters (no.
3 and 5), two “browsing” ones (no. 2 and 4); however, there is also one small mixed cluster (cluster
no. 1). As we proceed toward samples with increasing entropy values, this mixed cluster grows. The
worst case sample (Figure 10—right) resulted in one big mixed cluster (no. 5) and four smaller but
clearly separated clusters. This suggests the need to fine-tune the clustering algorithm into more
clusters for some rarely occurred samples containing untypical sessions.

Figure 11 shows distribution of sessions of both classes among five clusters for the sample no. 25
(the 3rd best sample in this case). Because it was the best case sample for k = 2 and k = 3, we analyze
this case here in detail for comparative purposes. Clustering results for this sample show a clear
division of sessions into three “buying” clusters (no. 1, 2, and 4) and two “browsing” ones (no. 3 and
5). Very good results are confirmed by a very low entropy value, equal to 0.1.

The in-depth analysis of probability distributions for “buying” clusters 1 and 2 for the sample no.
25 allows us to notice that these clusters have very similar characteristics in general (Figure 12).
Buyers classified to these clusters seem to be well acquainted with the store offer and conditions —
they probably visited the website before, completing most of their browsing and searching operations
then. Their sessions reveal minima of probability distribution for the attributes corresponding to the
following operations: reading pages with shipping terms and conditions (attribute 11), reading pages
with information on the store (attribute 18), and searching for products (attribute 13). The main
difference between these two groups is that users in cluster 1 perform the operation of logging off
(attribute 10), as opposed to users in cluster 2.
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Figure 11. Distribution of browsing and buying sessions for five clusters for sample no. 25, k = 5.
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To conclude, users assigned to cluster 1 and 2 reveal very similar behavioral patterns, and from a
practical point of view, their division into two separate target groups is not crucial. However, it may
be taken into consideration in some marketing activities in which customer personality character-
istics are important because the customers who intentionally log out are usually detail oriented and
cautious.

Users classified to the third “buying” cluster (cluster 4) differ from buyers in clusters 1 and 2
significantly in that their sessions reveal much higher probability for the attributes 11, 13, and 18.
This cluster may represent two types of buyers. The first type of buyers are customers who care
about delivery time. The second type may be “institutional” customers (like schools or associations)
because many views of pages with shipping terms and conditions suggest that the customers want to
make sure that time and form of delivery will be acceptable for them and complies with the
conditions required for spending available funds. This is a typical case of public institutions where
the legal framework for spending funds is very strict. Besides, many searches via the internal search
engine may indicate that an institutional customer is searching for a specific list of products.

An interesting group is a “browsing” cluster 5, which contains solely non-buying sessions. For
these sessions, the probability distribution reveals high peaks for attributes 5 and 19 that correspond
to long mean time per page and many views of the entertainment contents. At the same time, these
sessions do not contain operations related to the user registration, logging on, reading information
about the bookstore or shipping conditions, searching for products, adding products to the shopping
cart, and attempts to start the checkout process (attributes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, and 18). Thus, it
is evident that cluster 5 represents Web users who do not plan to make a purchase but are only
interested in the added value of the bookstore, that is, pages containing short movies, quizzes, online
mini games, and so on.

Division into seven clusters
The last experimental case discussed in the paper concerns division of Web user sessions into seven
clusters, that is, a scenario with the best number of clusters, resulting from the analysis of
dependence of I(B;C) and H on k (discussed at the beginning of “Experimental results” Section).
Distributions of sessions of both classes for the best and worst case are illustrated in Figure 13. One
can observe that even in the worst case, all the clusters except one have a clear dominance of one
session class.

We continue depicting an image of evolution of the sample no. 25 depending on the number of
clusters. Figure 14 juxtaposes distribution of sessions of both classes into five and seven clusters,
along with cluster cardinalities corresponding to session membership with regard to the session
class. One can see that when we move from five to seven clusters, three clusters remain unchanged:
two clusters grouping buyers just acquainted with the store (cluster numbers 1 and 2 for more and
less cautious customers, respectively) and the cluster of non-buyers extensively exploring the
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bookstore (cluster no. 3). The former “buying” cluster 4 was entirely split into two new clusters
(numbers 4 and 5), and the former “browsing” cluster 5 was split into new clusters 6 and 7.

Because visualization of probability distribution of session attributes for seven clusters is not well
legible due to the large number of data, we illustrate only results for the clusters that changed.
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Figure 14. Comparison of distribution of browsing and buying sessions for five (left) and seven (right) clusters for sample no. 25.
Clusters 1, 2, and 3 remain unchanged.
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Figure 15 corresponds to the results for k = 5, and Figure 16 presents the results for the newly
created clusters for k = 7. The y-scale is the same on both graphs to facilitate observation of changes
in values of probability distribution of the corresponding attributes.

As regard a group of 30 buyers from the former cluster 4 (with peaks for the attributes 11, 13, and
18 in Figure 15), the main difference between the corresponding new groups (clusters 4 and 5 in
Figure 16) lies in the probability distribution of attribute 11. Ten buyers reassigned to cluster 4 often
viewed pages containing shipping terms and conditions, whereas 20 buyers reassigned to cluster 5
did not. This suggests that buyers in cluster 4 may be both institutional customers, who want to
make sure of the suitability of time and form of delivery, as well as other buyers who care about
delivery time and want to make sure that they will receive ordered items on time. On the other hand,
for cluster 5 we can observe higher values of probability distribution for the attributes 7, 8, 9, 12, and
17, which are related to the whole checkout process. This may suggest that this cluster represents less
experienced customers. As regards possible practical implications of identifying such a customer
group, an online retailer could personalize its service by introducing additional special information
on viewed pages, facilitating the checkout process. If the retailer decides to use a real-time commu-
nication channel, like a live chat, such customers should be served first.

A group of 30 non-buyers from the former cluster 5 (with peaks for the attributes 5 and 19 in
Figure 15) was split into two distinct subgroups. The first subgroup of eight users (cluster 6 in
Figure 16) is characterized by the very high probability of spending a long time on visited pages
(attribute 5) and the low probability of browsing the entertainment contents (attribute 19). Such a
behavioral pattern may indicate users who are interested only in finding information on a specific
product — they may have entered the site by following a search engine link, without the intention of
making a purchase in this online bookstore (they may not be ready to order products at this moment
but they may return to the bookstore in the future). The second subgroup of 22 users (cluster 7 in
Figure 16) is evidently interested in the multimedia entertainment contents available on the site
(attribute 19). Their sessions tend to last longer (attribute 4) and contain more page views (attribute
1) than in the case of the former subgroup of “information searchers.”

To sum up, the analyzed case for the seven-cluster scenario (i.e., for the optimal number of
clusters), seven user profiles were identified by using the unsupervised clustering technique:

(1) buyers well acquainted with the store offer and conditions (cluster 1)
(2) buyers well acquainted with the store, who are detail-oriented and cautious customers

(cluster 2)
(3) institutional customers and first-time buyers very cautious with regard to shipping terms

and conditions (cluster 4)
(4) other first-time buyers, who are less experienced customers (cluster 5)
(5) non-buyers extensively exploring the bookstore (cluster 3)
(6) non-buyers searching for information on specific products (cluster 6)
(7) non-buyers interested in multimedia entertainment contents (cluster 7)

In general, it can be noticed that the more clusters there are, the better separation of buying and
browsing sessions between the clusters is achieved. For k > 7, even the worst case scenarios provide a
very good separation of sessions of both classes and mixed clusters are small (the worst case entropy
is less than 0.5, and its mean value is less than 0.25). However, the more clusters are generated, the
more complicated is the analysis and visualization of common patterns of e-customer behavior
within the clusters. Moreover, from the practical point of view, the cost of implementing a variety of
marketing activities increases with the number of clusters.

Additional experiments, performed for larger samples (containing 873 sessions of each class), led
to the same conclusions as the results obtained for 250-session samples. The only difference is less
deviation from the mean entropy value observed for larger samples compared to the smaller ones. A
huge disadvantage of using large data samples is very high computational cost. The computational
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complexity of IB algorithm, O(|A|3|C|), means that the two-fold increase in the number of sessions
causes more than the eight-fold increase in the computation time. For example, in the case of 1,746
sessions, this time is about 1 hour and 25 minutes for each sample.

Comparison of the efficiency of IB and k-means

After evaluating the ability of our Information Bottleneck approach to differentiate between user
sessions of both classes, similar experiments were performed for the reference clustering algorithm,
k-means, and the resulting entropy values achieved for both methods were compared. Table 2
juxtaposes minimum, maximum, and average entropy values for IB and k-means for the number
of clusters ranging from 2 to 10. Figure 17 shows the improvement in the separation of buyers and
non-buyers with the increase in the number of clusters and illustrates the supremacy of our
approach over k-means.

One can observe that increasing the number of clusters generally leads to better results for
k-means, like in the case of IB. The average efficiency of IB is significantly higher than that of
k-means for all scenarios. This superiority is especially clear for lower number of clusters. For two
clusters, k-means could hardly separate sessions of buyers and non-buyers (the average entropy of
0.97, compared to the IB average entropy of 0.57). In all experiments with two clusters, k-means
generated one very small cluster containing a majority of buying sessions and one huge mixed
cluster with sessions of both classes.

Table 2. Entropy of clusters generated by the IB and k-means algorithms.

Number of clusters

Max entropy (Worst case) Min entropy (Best case) Average entropy

k-means IB k-means IB k-means IB

2 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.11 0.97 0.57
3 0.99 0.93 0.50 0.11 0.84 0.42
4 0.96 0.85 0.22 0.10 0.73 0.37
5 0.91 0.78 0.10 0.08 0.62 0.33
6 0.92 0.72 0.10 0.08 0.52 0.28
7 0.81 0.52 0.13 0.07 0.38 0.26
8 0.84 0.46 0.12 0.05 0.37 0.24
9 0.78 0.46 0.13 0.05 0.31 0.23
10 0.75 0.41 0.12 0.05 0.30 0.21
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Figure 17. The comparison of average entropy for IB and k-means depending on the number of clusters.
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The higher the number of clusters, the lower degree of superiority of IB over k-means, but even
for the ten-cluster scenario, the difference in the average entropy is significant: 0.21 for IB compared
to 0.30 for k-means.

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we presented our novel framework, based on agglomerative Information Bottleneck, to deal
with the problem of discovering various user profiles in aWeb store. We analyzed click-stream data from
a real e-commerce site to derive and investigate behavioral patterns of buyers and non-buyers. Our main
contribution is adaptation of the agglomerative Information Bottleneck algorithm to cluster e-customer
sessions based on the observed click-steam user behavior, as well as implementation of a case study of
clustering e-customer sessions reconstructed from server log data for a real online bookstore.

The results of our study show the high efficiency of the our approach, which makes it possible not
only to discover various profiles of e-customers but also investigate hidden knowledge about specific
characteristics of the identified profiles. The comparison of clustering results achieved for
Information Bottleneck and the most popular clustering technique, k-means, showed a clear super-
iority of IB in terms of the ability to differentiate between various profiles of buyers and non-buyers.

The approach introduced here has significant practical potential. It can be used to develop tools
supporting personalized marketing techniques, for example, a CF recommendation system, targeted
mailing, or a system of CF-based discount coupons, stored in the retailers’ database and integrated
with the e-commerce module. The results may also be useful for the customization of real-time
services, like live chat, in which users identified as less experienced customers should be served first.
Another possible implementation of the approach might be an intelligent approach to classify new
sessions to user profiles identified for a given website to provide users with tailored service. We leave
these issues to our future work.
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